Publications

Monographs.


2014. Barbara Dancygier and Eve Sweetser. *Figurative Language*. Cambridge University Press (linguistics textbook series). [was part of previous review cycle, in proof stage; is now out]

Articles.


2003. (FINALLY APPEARED.) “Ueber gleich gerichtete metaphorische Projektionen in Literatur- und Alltagssprache: Der Dialog zwischen Portia und Brutus in Shakespeares Julius Caesar.” *Zeitschrift für Semiotik.* (German translation of “The suburbs of your good pleasure”: Co-orientation of metaphorical mappings in literary and everyday language”)


2009. COAUTHORED with Myriam Bouveret. Multi-frame semantics, metaphoric extensions and grammar. BLS 35.


2012b. Viewpoint from the ground down. An introduction to the edited volume Viewpoint: A multimodal perspective (see below).


**PRESENTED AS IN PRESS AT LAST REVIEW, FULL FINAL REFERENCES NOW PROVIDED.**


**NEW SINCE LAST REVIEW**


in press. COAUTHORED with Alice Gaby. Linguistic patterns of space and time vocabulary. Part IV, Chapter 1 of Cambridge Handbook of Cognitive Linguistics.


Translations and reprints of works listed above.


Beijing University Press published an English-language printing of From Etymology to Pragmatics in 2002.

A Korean translation of From Etymology to Pragmatics, translated by Jeong-Woon Park et al., appeared in 2006 from Pagijong Press.


Edited volumes.


Reviews.


Other.
